Abstract Let X and Y be Banach spaces, A ∈ B(X), B ∈ B(Y ), C ∈ B(Y, X),
Introduction and basic concepts
It is well known that if H is a Hilbert space and T is a bounded linear operator defined on H and H 1 is an invariant closed subspace of T , then T can be represented for the form of T = * * 0 * :
which motivated the interest in 2 × 2 upper-triangular operator matrices (see [2] , [3] , [6] , [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] ). Throughout this paper, let X and Y be complex infinite dimensional Banach spaces and B(X, Y ) be the set of all bounded linear operators from X into Y , for simplicity, we write B(X, X) as B(X). Let X * be the dual space of X. If T ∈ B(X, Y ), then T * ∈ B(Y * , X * ) denotes the dual operator of T . For T ∈ B(X, Y ), let R(T ) and N(T ) denote the range and kernel of T , respectively, and denote α(T ) = dim N(T ), β(T ) = dim Y /R(T ). If T ∈ B(X), the ascent asc(T ) of T is defined to be the smallest nonnegative integer k (if it exists) which satisfies that N(T k ) = N(T k+1 ). If such k does not exist, then the ascent of T is defined as infinity. Similarly, the descent des(T ) of T is defined as the smallest nonnegative integer k (if it exists) for which R(T k ) = R(T k+1 ) holds. If such k does not exist, then des(T ) is defined as infinity, too. If the ascent and the descent of T are finite, then they are equal (see [13] ). For T ∈ B(X), if R(T ) is closed and α(T ) < ∞, then T is said to be an upper semi-Fredholm operator, if β(T ) < ∞, then T is said to be a lower semi-Fredholm operator. If T ∈ B(X) is either upper or lower semi-Fredholm operator, then T is said to be a semi-Fredholm operator. For semi-Fredholm operator T , its index ind (T ) is defined as ind (T ) = α(T ) − β(T ).
5) ∂(σ b (T )) ⊆ ∂(σ w (T )) ⊆ ∂(σ e (T )) ⊆ σ K (T ) ⊆ σ e (T ) ⊆ σ w (T ) ⊆ σ b (T ) ⊆ σ(T ), (6) ∂(σ(T )) ⊆ σ a (T ) ∩ σ su (T ) ⊆ σ l (T ) ⊆ σ r (T ) ⊆ σ(T ).
For a compact subset M of C, we use accM, intM and isoM, respectively, to denote all the points of accumulation of M, the interior of M and all the isolated points of M.
An operator T ∈ B(X) is said to be Drazin invertible if there exists an operator T D ∈ B(X) such that
for some nonnegative integer k ( [13] , [31] ).
The operator T D is said to be a Drazin inverse of T . It follows from [13] that T D is unique. The smallest k in the previous definition is called as the Drazin index of T and denoted by i(T ). Now, we can define the Drazin spectrum, the ascent spectrum and the descent spectrum of T , respectively, as following:
σ D (T ) = {λ ∈ C : T − λI is not Drazin invertible}, σ asc (T ) = {λ ∈ C : asc(T − λI) = ∞}, σ des (T ) = {λ ∈ C : des(T − λI) = ∞}.
The sets σ D (T ), σ asc (T ) and σ des (T ) are closed but may be empty ( [7] , [31] ). Now, we continue to introduce the following operator classes which were discussed in [1] , [3] [4] [5] and [26] [27] :
BF (X) = {T ∈ B(X) : T = T 1 ⊕ T 2 , where T 1 is a Fredholm operator and T 2 nilpotent}, BW (X) = {T ∈ B(X) : T = T 1 ⊕ T 2 , where T 1 is a Weyl operator and T 2 nilpotent}, R 4 (X) = {T ∈ B(X) : des(T ) < ∞, R(T des(T ) ) is closed}, R 9 (X) = {T ∈ B(X) : asc(T ) < ∞, R(T asc(T )+1 ) is closed}, Their corresponding spectra can be defined, respectively, by
The B-Fredholm spectrum: σ BF (T ) = {λ ∈ C : T − λI ∈ BF (X)}, The B-Weyl spectrum: σ BW (T ) = {λ ∈ C : T − λI ∈ BW (X)}, The right Drazin spectrum: σ rD (T ) = {λ ∈ C : T − λI ∈ R 4 (X)}, The left Drazin spectrum:
The semi-regular spectrum: σ se (T ) = {λ ∈ C : T − λI ∈ D(X)}.
In [3] , the semi-regular spectrum σ se (T ) of T is also called as the regular spectrum and denoted by σ g (T ).
The spectra σ BF , σ BW , σ rD , σ lD , σ SF 0 , σ lr are closed and σ SF 0 , σ lr , σ se are nonempty ( [1] , [3] [4] [5] , [26] [27] ).
Let D(λ, r) be the open disc centered at λ ∈ C with radius r > 0, D(λ, r) be the corresponding closed disc. T ∈ B(X) is said to have the Single Valued Extension Property (SVEP, for short) ( [28] ) at λ if there exists r > 0 such that for each open subset V ⊆ D(λ, r), the constant function f ≡ 0 is the only analytic solution of the equation
For T ∈ B(X), we denote S(T ) = {λ ∈ C : T fails to have the SVEP at λ}.
If S(T ) = ∅, then T is said to have SVEP.
Henceforth, for A ∈ B(X), B ∈ B(Y ) and C ∈ B(Y, X), we put
For a given bounded linear operator T ∈ B(X), as showed above, we have defined 32 kinds spectra. Now, we are interesting in deciding the spectra structure of operator matrix M C . [28] and [16] have told us that for spectra σ, σ e , σ w , σ a , σ su and σ aw , we have
In this paper, first, in Section 3, we decide another 20 kind spectra structure of M C , that is:
Spectra σ D and σ b have equation (1) form, spectra σ des , σ r , σ rb , σ sb , σ re and σ SF − have equation (4) form, spectra σ l , σ lb , σ ab , σ le and σ SF + have equation (5) form, spectrum σ lw has equation (6) form. Moreover, if spectrum σ * = σ sw or σ rw , then it has the following form
If spectrum σ * = σ K , σ K 3 , σ SF 0 or σ lr , then it has the following forms
and
On the other hand, Han and Lee in [19] studied the so-call filling-in-hole problem of operator matrix, their result is:
where W σ (A, B, C) is the union of some holes in σ(M C ) and
That is, the passage from σ(A) ∪ σ(B) to σ(M C ) is the punching of some open sets in σ(A) ∩ σ(B).
Moreover, in [12, 22, [31] [32] , the authors showed that for the spectra σ b , σ w , σ e and σ D , the equation (10) is also true.
In [12, 20] , the authors showed that if spectrum σ * = σ a , σ SF + , σ SF − , σ ab or σ sb , then
where W σ * (A, B, C) is contained in the union of some holes in σ * (M C ).
Let M be a compact subset of C. The set
is called to be the polynomially convex hull of M.
In [3] , the authors proved that
Those spectra of M C which satisfy equation (10), (11), (12) , respectively, are called to have the filling-in-hole property, generalized filling-in-hole property, convex filling-in-hole property, respectively.
In Section 4, we continue to study the filling-in-hole problem of another 18 kind spectra of M C , we show that each spectrum of the 18 kind spectra of M C has one of the above 3 kind filling-in-hole properties.
In Section 5, we present some interesting examples to show that some conclusions about the spectra structure or filling-in-hole problem of M C are not true. (i). T is Drazin invertible.
(ii). T = T 1 ⊕ T 2 , where T 1 is invertible and T 2 is nilpotent.
(iii). There exists a nonnegative integer k such that des(T ) = asc(T ) = k < ∞.
(iv). T * is Drazin invertible. Proof. (i). If B is invertible, then des(B) < ∞, thus, it follows from des(A) < ∞ that des(M C ) < ∞. In fact, if des(A) = p and des(B) = q, then we can claim that
Therefore,
Moreover, it follows from des(
). If B is invertible and des(M C ) < ∞, now we consider two cases to show that des(A) < ∞.
Hence, there exists
Moreover, since B is invertible, it is easy to show that
Thus y ∈ R(A 2 ), and so R(A) ⊆ R(A 2 ).
, where A 0 = I, B 0 = I. By using the same methods as in case I, we can prove that
It follows from the conclusion that R(A p ) = R(A p+1 ). Combining Case I with Case II, we complete the proof of (i).
(ii). It follows from the above argument methods that we only need to show that if B = 0 and
If A is invertible and asc(M C ) < ∞, now we consider two cases to show that asc(B) < ∞.
, then B 2 y = 0. Note that A is invertible, it can be proved that
where A 0 = I, B 0 = I. By the same methods as in case I, we can prove that N(B p ) ⊆ N(B 2p ) and so it is easy to obtain that N(B p ) = N(B p+1 ). Combining case I with case II, we prove (iii).
(iv). We only prove that if
This showes that By = 0, so N(B 2 ) ⊆ N(B). It follows easily from the conclusion that
The lemma is proved.
The following lemma is important and it is widely used in the proofs of our main theorems in Section 3 and Section 4.
Lemma 2.7. For (A, B) ∈ B(X) × B(Y ) and C ∈ B(Y, X), we have: Proof. That from (v) to (vv) are well known and from (i) to (iv) are new. Here we only prove (i). If A is Drazin invertible and i(A) = k < ∞, then
where A 1 is invertible and A k 2 = 0. Thus,
It follows from Lemma 2.6 that
Moreover, if A is Drazin invertible, then it follows from Lemma 2.5 and the proof of Lemma 2.6 that
Thus (i) is proved.
Lemma 2.8 ([1] Theorem 3.4). For T ∈ B(X), the following properties hold:
Lemma 2.10 ([31]
). If each neighborhood of λ contains a point that is not an eigenvalue of operator T and λ − T has a finite descent, then λ − T is Drazin invertible.
3 Spectra structure of operator matrix M C
The following theorems in this section tell us 20 kind spectra structure of M C , that is:
Now we claim that λ ∈ S(A * ) ∩ S(B). In fact, if λ ∈ S(A * ) ∩ S(B). There are two cases: If λ ∈ S(A * ), note that des(A * − λ) < ∞, it follows from Lemmas 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 that asc(A * − λ) < ∞ and A − λ is Drazin invertible. Furthermore, Lemma 2.4 tells us that B − λ is also Drazin invertible, this is a contradiction.
Similarly, we can prove that λ ∈ S(B) is also impossible. Thus, we have
The theorem is proved.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that
, thus, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.
For the contrary inclusion, it is sufficient to prove that
Moreover, It follows from Lemma 2.2 that des(B − λ) < ∞ and asc(A − λ) < ∞. Now, we show that λ ∈ S(A * ) ∩S(B). In fact, if λ ∈ S(A * ) ∩S(B), then when λ ∈ S(A * ), we can prove as in Theorem 3.1 that A − λ is Drazin invertible. Note that A − λ ∈ Φ + (X), it is easy to show from Lemma 2.8 that A − λ ∈ Φ b (X). Thus, by Lemma 2.4 we get that B − λ ∈ Φ b (Y ), and hence λ ∈ σ b (A) ∪ σ b (B), which is a contradiction. So, λ ∈ S(A * ). Similarly, we can show that λ ∈ S(B). The theorem is proved.
It is easy to prove that
for each σ * = σ des , σ r , σ rb , σ sb , σ re or σ SF − . So, in order to prove the theorem, we only need to prove that
If λ ∈ (σ * (A)∪σ * (B))\σ * (M C ) and σ * = σ des , σ r , σ rb , σ sb , σ re or σ SF − , we show that λ ∈ S(B).
In fact, if λ ∈ S(B), we consider the following four cases: Case (I). Let σ * = σ des . Since λ ∈ (σ des (A) ∪ σ des (B)) \ σ des (M C ) and λ ∈ S(B), it follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3 that des(B − λ) < ∞ and asc(B − λ) < ∞, so B − λ is Drazin invertible. Thus, Lemma 2.7 tells us that des(A−λ) < ∞, this is a contradiction. Therefore, it follows that (σ des (A) 
, it follows from Lemma 2.9 that ind(B − λ) ≤ 0. Thus B − λ ∈ Φ 0 (Y ) and des(B − λ) < ∞, and then Lemma 2.8 shows us that B − λ ∈ Φ b (Y ). Lemma 2.7 tells us that A − λ ∈ Φ rb (X), this is a contradiction. So we get that (
Case (IV). Let σ * = σ re . Since λ ∈ (σ re (A) ∪ σ re (B)) \ σ re (M C ), it is easy to show that B − λ ∈ Φ r (Y ). Note that λ ∈ S(B), it follows from Lemma 2.9 that ind(B − λ) ≤ 0, so α(B−λ) ≤ β(B−λ) < ∞. Thus B−λ ∈ Φ(X). By using Lemma 2.7, we have A−λ ∈ Φ r (X), this is a contradiction and so we can prove that (σ re (A) ∪ σ re (B)) \ σ re (M C ) ⊆ S(B). For σ * = σ sb or σ SF − , the proof methods are similar, we omit them.
Similarly, we can prove also the following theorem:
Theorem 3.5.
, it is obvious that
For the contrary inclusion, let
. Then M C − λ is left semi-Weyl operator, and it is easy to prove that A − λ ∈ Φ l (X). From the assumption we also get that either A and A * or A * and B * have the SVEP at λ. If A and A * have the SVEP at λ, it follows from Lemma 2.9 that A − λ ∈ Φ 0 (X). By using Lemma 2.7, it follows that B − λ ∈ Φ l (Y ) and ind
On the other hand, if A * and B * have the SVEP at λ, it is obvious that M * C have the SVEP at λ. It follows from Lemma 2.9 that M C − λ ∈ Φ 0 (X ⊕ Y ). Thus, it is easy to show that A − λ ∈ Φ l (X) and B − λ ∈ Φ r (Y ). Also, note that B * and A * have the SVEP at λ, it follows from Lemma 2.9 that ind(A − λ) ≥ 0 and ind(B − λ) ≥ 0. Hence it follows from A − λ ∈ Φ l (X) proved above that A − λ ∈ Φ(X), so Lemma 2.4 tells us that B − λ ∈ Φ(Y ). Moreover, in view of 0 =ind(M C − λ) =ind(A − λ)+ind(B − λ), ind(A − λ) ≥ 0 and ind(B − λ) ≥ 0, it is clear that ind(A − λ)=ind(B − λ) = 0. Thus A − λ and B − λ are both Weyl operators, which implies that λ ∈ σ lw (A) ∪ σ lw (B). It follows that λ ∈ σ lw (A) ∪ σ lw (B) when λ ∈ σ lw (M C ) ∪ (S(A) ∩ S(B * )) ∪ S(A * ). Thus, the contrary inclusion is clear. The theorem is proved.
Proof. We only prove when σ * = σ K , equation (8) holds. First, we prove that
. Then A − λ is a semi-Fredholm operator with A * , A have the SVEP at λ, this implies A − λ is a Weyl operator. Note that B − λ is also a semi-Fredholm operator, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that M C − λ is a semi-Fredholm operator. Thus
. Then M C − λ is a semi-Fredholm operator, that is, M C − λ is either a upper semi-Fredholm operator or a lower semi-Fredholm operator. If M C −λ ∈ Φ + (X ⊕Y ), then it is easy to prove that A−λ ∈ Φ + (X). Since A * has the SVEP at λ, it follows from lemma 2.9 that A − λ ∈ Φ(X). Hence it follows Lemma 2.7 that
Since B has the SVEP at λ, it follows from lemma 2.9 that B − λ ∈ Φ(Y ). Similar to the above arguments, we can also obtain that
. This proves equation (8) .
We are interesting in the following question, it is perhaps difficult:
Open question 3.8. Do other spectra of M C have the equations (1) to (9) 
In particular, the following states are equivalent: (A, B, C) . It follow from equation (1) 
Proof. (i). Let λ ∈ W σ
It follows Lemma 2.2 that there exist some nonnegative integer k and l such that asc(A − λ) = k < ∞ and The following result which generalizes Lemma 3.2 of [12] is useful in studying the fillingin-hole problem of M C . Proposition 4.2. For each T ∈ B(X), we have
Proof. (i). Note that if
If λ ∈ σ des (T ), then σ des (T − λ) < ∞ and hence by Lemma 2.10 that λ ∈ σ D (T ), which contradicts with
. Moreover, since σ rD and σ lD are dual, we have
). This proved (iii).
The following theorems decide 18 kind spectra filling-in-hole properties of M C : Theorem 4.3. If σ * = σ des , σ su , σ r , σ rb , σ sw , σ rw or σ re , then σ * has the generalized fillingin-hole property. That is
where W σ * (A, B, C) is contained in the union of some holes in σ * (M C ). In particular,
] is contained in the union of all holes in σ des (B).
] is contained in the union of all holes in σ * (B).
Proof. (i). It follows from Lemma 2.5 and the proof of Lemma 2.6 (i) that
This implies that σ des has the generalized filling-in-holes property and
Moreover, note that Lemma 2.7, we can prove that
To see this, let λ ∈ W σ des (A, B, C). Then σ des (A − λ) = ∞ and σ des (B − λ) < ∞. If σ asc (B − λ) < ∞, then by Lemma 2.7 (ii) we know that σ des (A − λ) < ∞, which is a contradiction. Thus λ ∈ σ asc (B). Next, we can claim that W σ des (A, B, C) is contained in the union of all holes in σ des (B), that is, W σ des (A, B, C) ⊆ η(σ des (B)). Otherwise, there exists λ ∈ W σ des (A, B, C) \ η(σ des (B)). By Proposition 4.2 we have that η(σ des (B)) = η(σ D (B)). Thus λ ∈ η(σ D (B)). Furthermore, Lemma 2.7 tells us that des(A−λ) < ∞ ⇔ des(M C −λ) < ∞, which is a contradiction with the assumption that λ ∈ W σ des (A, B, C). Thus, it follows that W σ des (A, B, C) is contained in the union of all holes in σ des (B).
(ii). We only prove σ * = σ su case. Note that A and B are surjective imply that M C is surjective, M C is surjective implies that B is also surjective. So we have
This shows that σ su has the generalized filling-in-hole property and
Next we claim that W σsu (A, B, C) ⊆ σ a (B). If not, there exists λ ∈ W σsu (A, B, C) \ σ a (B). Combine this fact with the inclusion W σsu (A, B, C) ⊆ σ su (A) \ σ su (B) proved above, we have that B − λ is invertible. By Lemma 2.7 it follows that A − λ is surjective, this is a contradiction. Thus W σsu (A, B, C) ⊆ σ a (B), and so
Similar to the proof of (1), we can get that W σsu (A, B, C) is contained in the union of all holes in σ su (B).
(iii) is obvious by Proposition 4.2.
Duality, we have the following:
Theorem 4.4. If σ * = σ l , σ lb , σ aw , σ lw or σ le , then σ * has the generalized filling-in-holes property. That is
is contained in the union of all holes in σ * (A).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 of [12] 
. Combine those facts with Proposition 4.2 that it is easy to prove the theorem.
We are also interesting in the following question:
Open question 4.6. Do other spectra of M C have the filling-in-hole properties ?
Examples
Now, we present examples to show that some conclusions about the spectra structure or the filling-in-hole properties of M C are not true.
The following example shows that for spectrum σ * = σ a , σ l , σ SF + , σ le , σ aw , σ lw , σ ab , σ lb , σ su , σ r , σ SF − , σ re ,σ sw , σ rw , σ sb or σ rb , it not only has not the equation (1) form, but also has not the filling-in-hole property.
Example 5.1 ([12] ). Let X be the direct sum of countably many copies of ℓ 2 := ℓ 2 (N). Thus, the elements of X are the sequences {x j } ∞ j=1 with x j ∈ ℓ 2 and
Let V be the forward shift on ℓ 2 : 
Thus, it follows from (i) and (ii) that equation (1) does not hold for spectrum σ * = σ a , σ l , σ SF + , σ le , σ aw , σ lw , σ ab or σ lb . By duality, we can also show that equation (1) does not hold for spectrum σ * = σ su , σ r , σ SF − , σ re , σ sw , σ rw , σ sb or σ rb . Moreover, from (iii) we knew that none of the above 16 kind spectra has the filling-in-hole property.
This following example shows that ascent spectrum σ asc has not equations (1) to (9) form.
Example 5.2. Let X = Y = ℓ 2 and {e n } n≥1 be a basis of ℓ 2 . Define A, B, C ∈ B(ℓ 2 ) by
Then we have
In [16] , the authors claimed that
where σ D (B) was denoted by F (B), which implies that
.
The following example shows that neither the claim nor equation (13) is true.
The following example shows that for spectrum σ * = σ aw , σ lw , σ sw or σ rw , it has not equations (4) and (5) 
So, when σ * = σ aw or σ lw , we have
(ii). Put A = S 2 , B = T . Then A * and B have the SVEP and
Thus, when σ * = σ sw or σ rw , we have
The following example shows that for spectrum σ * = σ K , σ K 3 , σ SF 0 or σ lr , it not only has not equations (4) and (5) form, but also has not generalized filling-in-hole property.
Example 5.5. Let X = Y = ℓ 2 and define A, B, C ∈ B(ℓ 2 ) by
It is easy to show that A * and B have the SVEP and if
The following example shows that the inclusions in Theorem 4.1 may be strict in general.
Example 5.6. Let X n be a complex n dimensional Hilbert space. Define T, S, The following example shows that the above inclusions may be strict.
Example 5.8. Let X n be a n dimensional complex Hilbert space. Define operators A ∈ B(ℓ 2 ) by A{x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , · · ·} = {0, 1 x 1 , 1 x 2 , 1 x 3 , · · ·}. The following example shows that spectra σ rD and σ lD have not the generalized fillingin-hole property.
Example 5.9. Let X = Y = ℓ 2 . Define A = 0 and B, C by B{x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , · · ·} = {x 2 , x 4 , x 6 , · · ·},
Then 0 ∈ σ rD (A) ∪ σ rD (B) but 0 ∈ σ rD (M C ). So σ rD (M C ) ⊆ σ rD (A) ∪ σ rD (B). Since σ rD and σ lD are dual (see [26] ), thus, neither σ rD nor σ lD has the generalized filling-in-holes property.
Let H, K be Hilbert spaces, (A, B) ∈ B(H) × B(K), C ∈ B(K, H). If A ∈ B(H), let A * denote the adjoint operator of A and σ p (A) denote the point spectrum of A. In [3] , the authors claimed that η(σ se (A) ∪ σ se (B)) = η(σ se (M C )),
More precisely,
where W is the union of some holes in σ se (M C ) which happen to be subsets of σ p (A * )∪σ p (B).
The following example shows that equation (14) is not true. Thus W = (σ se (A) ∪ σ se (B) ∪ (σ p (A * ) ∩ σ p (B)) \ σ se (M C ) = {0}, so W is just a point but not an open set. This showed that the above conclusion is not true.
